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SUPPRESSING THE SPURIOUS STATES OF THE CENTRE OF MASS
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Department of Theoretical Physics
Horia Hulubei Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering
Bucharest POB MG-6, RO 077125∗
Following Dirac’s ideas concerning the quantization of constrained systems, we suggest to replace
the free centre of mass Hamiltonian HCM by another operator which commutes with all the elements
of the algebra generated via the commutation relations by HCM and the constraints which fix the
centre of mass position. We show that the new Hamiltonian is a multiple of the identity operator
and, as a result, its unique effect is to raise the internal energy levels by a constant amount.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge; 21.60.Cs
In classical and nonrelativistic quantum mechanics (see e. g. [1]) the first step in the standard approach to the two
body bound state problem is to replace the individual variables (~r1, ~p1), (~r2, ~p2) in the two-body Hamiltonian by
the centre of mass variables (~R, ~P ) and the relative ones (~r, ~p), where
~R = m1/(m1 +m2) ~r1 +m2/(m1 +m2) ~r2
~P = ~p1 + ~p2
~r = ~r1 − ~r2
~p = m2/(m1 +m2) ~p1 −m1/(m1 +m2) ~p2.
Then, if the interaction potential V depends only on the relative coordinates, the Hamiltonian separates in the free
centre of mass part HCM and an internal Hamiltonian Hint:
H = HCM +Hint =
~P 2
2M
+
~p2
2mr
+ V (r) (1)
where M = m1+m2 and mr = m1m2/(m1+m2). By this mathematical trick the two-body problem separates in two
independent single-particle problems for two fictious particles: the centre of mass problem and the relative problem.
The first one is the problem of a free particle with the mass M having the centre of mass coordinates and the second
is the problem of a particle with the reduced mass in the potential well V (r).
We mention that the separation procedure [1] applied to an N -body Hamiltonian gives a result similar to (1).
The centre of mass Hamiltonian has the same form as HCM where now M =
∑N
i=1mi and Hint depends only on
translational invariant (intrinsic) coordinates.
In the following we consider the centre of mass problem in the classical and quantum mechanics in the case of a
bound system at rest, i. e. when the position of the centre of mass is fixed.
In classical mechanics and Hamilton formulation, this condition takes the form
~˙R(t) = {HCM , ~R(t)} =
1
M
~P = 0 (2)
where {·, ·} is the Poisson bracket. This means that ~R(t) = ~R0 is equivalent to ~P = 0 and hence the classical
Hamiltonian which takes into account the constraint reads
H =
~p2
2mr
+ V (~r). (3)
In quantum mechanics the classical Hamiltonian H is replaced by an operator H whose expression is obtained with
the aid of the correspondence principle. If H does not explicitly depend on time the state of the physical system is
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2described by a stationary wave function Ψ(~R,~r). Following the separation procedure outlined before, it is the product
of the centre of mass wave function ψCM (~R) and the internal wave function ψint(~r) which satisfy the Schro¨dinger
equations
(HCM − ECM )ψCM (~R) = 0 (4)
and
(Hint − Eint)ψint(~r) = 0 (5)
with specific boundary conditions.
Considering the centre of mass equation (4) we notice the following:
If, ψCM (~R) is the eigenfunction of HCM , from the normalization condition it results that the probability to find
the centre of mass in any finite volume v is v/(2π)3V and tends to zero when V →∞, which does not agree with the
real situation.
On the contrary, if we require a certain localization and replace the condition ~R(t) = ~R0 in classical mechanics by
the confinement of the centre of mass to a 3-dimensional box of side l centred in ~R0 the invariance at translations is
destroyed. Moreover, solving the centre of mass equation (4) with Dirichlet boundary conditions we get an infinite
set of states
ψ
{n}
CM (
~R) =
3∏
i=1
ψn1(X −X0)ψn2(Y − Y0)ψn3(Z − Z0) (6)
where ψni(x) = sin[niπ(1/2 + x/l)], ni = 1, 2, 3.... and the energy of the centre of mass is
E
{n}
CM =
π2(n21 + n
2
2 + n
2
3)
2M l2
. (7)
We remark that the smaller is l, the higher is the kinetic energy of the centre of mass of a system at rest!
Obviously, these states are the result of the incompatibility of the position and momentum observables in quantum
mechanics, not of a dynamical scheme. They have no classical analog, have not been observed experimentaly, and
hence are spurious states whose contribution must be eliminated from the final results.
In the two body case the centre of mass problem is usually ignored [1], the interest being focused on the internal
wave function ψint and on the internal energy levels Eint.
The problem has been extensively studied in connection with the nuclear many body models [2], where the achieve-
ment of a translational invariant, independent particle picture requires a clear separation of the centre of mass wave
function and energy from the internal ones. The solution proposed by Lipkin et al. [3] is to introduce in the internal
Hamiltonian the contribution of the redundant (or superfluous) coordinates which assure the independent treatment
of the internal particles. These ones generate a new term in the internal Hamiltonian and new spurious solutions. The
additional term in Hint compensates the kinetic energy of the centre of mass in the approximation of equal masses
but finally its contribution has to be subtracted from Eint. The separation of the spurious solutions requires special
technics which, excepting the case of the harmonic oscillator, is rather hard (see, e.g., Ref. [2] (par. 11.3), [3], [4],
[5]).
In this paper we propose a new solution. We are concerned only with the centre of mass Hamiltonian, so that the
result is the same for any N -body bound systems.
Taking into account Dirac’s conclusions concerning the quantization of constrained systems, quoted in his books
(see Ref. [6]):
(i) The Hamiltonian of a constrained system is not uniquely defined;
(ii) The commutators (or the Poisson brackets) of the ”naive” Hamiltonian with the constraints represent new
constraints;
we suggest to replace the free centre of mass Hamiltonian by another operator which is compatible with the constraints.
As demonstrated by one of us in [7], an operator of this kind exists if the constraints are compatible and if the
Poisson-Lie algebra generated by commutation or Poisson brackets from the naive Hamiltonian and the constraints is
finite. It is a Casimir invariant of the algebra or a convenient element of its centre. This is the ”right” Hamiltonian
which has to be used in the quatization of constrained systems since it commutes with the constraints and hence
assures their conservation in time. As it can be seen from some simple examples, the right Hamiltonian actually
”absorbs” the constraints, so that these ones are identically satisfied by the solutions of the equation of motion.
3It is important to notice that the procedures leading to the right Hamiltonian in classical and quantum mechanics
are similar, so that the Hamiltonians obtained in this way are in perfect agreement. A clear example in this sense is
the motion of a particle on a n dimensional sphere [7] when the free Hamiltonian and the constraint read
H =
1
2m
n+1∑
i=1
p2i , U =
1
~r20
n+1∑
i=1
x2i − 1 = 0. (8)
H , U and their Poisson brackets (or their commutators) generate a closed algebra
{H,U} = 2V, {H,V } =
2
mr20
H, {V, U} =
2
mr20
U. (9)
which includes the new element
V =
1
mr20
n+1∑
i=1
xipi (10)
In this particular case, the right Hamiltonian is the Casimir invariant of the Poisson-Lie algebra (9) and has the
form
H = (U + 1)H −
mr20
2
V 2 =
1
2I
n+1∑
i<j
L2ij (11)
where Lij = xipj − xjpi are the components of the angular momentum and I = mr
2
0 is the momentum of inertia.
One easily checks that {H, H} = {H, U} = {H, V } = 0 which means that all the constraints are preserved in time.
We apply the same procedure to the case of the centre of mass Hamiltonian. We consider the algebra generated by
HCM , the constraint ~R− ~R0 = 0 and the elements obtained by commutation. We get the new elements
[HCM , ~R] = i
1
M
~ˆP (12)
and
[ ~ˆP , ~R] = −iI (13)
where I is the identity operator. The algebra closes under the commutation relation and has a centre made of the
multiples of the identity operator which commute with all the elements. According to our prescription, a certain
element having the dimension of energy of this centre is the right centre of mass Hamiltonian in the quantum
mechanical framework.
This is an expected result, because the algebra generated by ~ˆP , ~R is irreducible and hence, according to Schur
lemma, the only operator commuting with all its elements must be a multiple of I.
Then, in agreement with the classical result (3), the right Hamiltonian reads
H = f(M) +Hint. (14)
From the absence of the centre of mass variables in (14) we infer that there is no centre of mass wave function and
no spurious energy levels. The translational invariance is restored at the quantum level and the state of the bound
system is described by the solution ψint of the Schro¨dinger equation
(f(M) +Hint − E)ψint(~r) = 0. (15)
In conclusion, the unique effect of the right Hamiltonian is to raise the energy levels of Hint by a constant amount
denoted by f(M). This one cannot be directly measured, but from physical reasons one may suppose that f(M) =M .
In this case E →M when the strength of the interaction potential V (~r) tends to 0, and hence the negative eigenvalues
Eint of the internal Hamiltonian acquire the real meaning of a ”mass defect” generated by the mutual attraction of
the internal bodies.
The conclusion may be immediately extended to an isolated N -body system at rest where the right centre of mass
Hamitonian is HCM =
∑N
i=1mi.
Closing, we mention that our result is the first step in the attempt to obtain a translational invariant, independent
particle picture of bound systems where the place of the redundant variables is taken by the effective variables of the
internal field. This makes the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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